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Abstract— In this paper, we study the performance of the
energy detector when considered for binary hypothesis decision
fusion in underwater acoustic wireless sensor networks with a
multiple-access reporting channel. Energy detection is appealing
in terms of computational complexity and limited system knowl-
edge requirements, i.e., channel state information, signal-to-noise
ratio, and local performance of the sensors are not needed at
the receiver side, then the interest for performance assessment
over underwater acoustic channels arises. Here, we demonstrate
that energy detection may be applied with good results to
underwater sensor networks. The impact on the performance
of various design parameters is considered, including sampling
frequency, number of transmitting sensors, and number of
receiving elements (hydrophones).

Index Terms— Decision fusion, energy detection, multiple-input
multiple-output (MIMO), underwater sensor networks.

I. INTRODUCTION

UNDERWATER sensor networks represent the solution for
many different applications ranging from environmental

monitoring and data collection to survey missions and coastal
surveillance, from aquaculture to remote control in offshore oil
industry [1]. One of the major challenges is the effective use
of the underwater acoustic channel, which is characterized by
time-varying extended multipath due to the acoustic propaga-
tion mechanism in water [2]. As a consequence of the limited
coherence bandwidth, which is both frequency and range
dependent, inter-symbol interference (ISI) is very common
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in underwater communication systems [3]. Additionally, the
time-varying nature of the environment induces large Doppler
shifts into the transmitted signals [4].

The availability of an effective model for underwater
acoustic channels is desirable for system design. However,
modeling of underwater acoustic channels is still an open
issue. Statistical models, including both small-scale and large-
scale effects, have been proposed to match real-world data
from various locations (see [5], [6], and references therein), but
no general consensus has been reached yet. Robustness with
respect to channel behavior is an extremely valuable feature
for an underwater system.

A. Underwater Acoustic Communications
and Networking

The need for high-data-rate systems has mainly motivated
the design and the analysis of advanced techniques at the
physical layer in underwater scenarios such as channel equal-
ization, coherent modulation, iterative decoding, multi-input
multi-output (MIMO) processing, multicarrier transmission,
multichannel decision feedback, phase conjugation [7]–[13].
Underwater MIMO communications are considered in [14],
where a point-to-point MIMO communication is implemented
in a shallow-water frequency-selective channel through the
use of space-time coding and decision feedback equalizer.
Furthermore, a linear soft-input soft-output equalizer is devel-
oped in [15] for turbo-equalization of a point-to-point MIMO
scenario with Alamouti encoding at transmit side and its
effectiveness is assessed through both simulated and real-world
data. Differently, in [16] a spatial modulation technique is
developed in order to exploit multiple parallel channels arising
from rich-scattering underwater environments, thus leading
to both increased data-rate and received power (validation
through experimental data). A thorough study of the spatial
processing gain in relationship to the number of receivers, the
receiver separation and the array aperture is presented in [17],
with focus on the performance of both diversity combining
and beamforming algorithms.

Networking technologies and their applicability to
underwater acoustic networks have been considered in [18].
Spread-spectrum-based medium access control with high
throughput, low delay and low energy consumption has been
proposed in [19]. Energy-efficient multiple-access protocols
suited for scenarios with long and unknown propagation
delays were proposed and analyzed in [20]–[22]. Planning of
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underwater sensor networks for data collection has been
investigated in [23] focusing on how the quality of the
communication channels impacts on the overall performance,
while optimal sensor placement taking into account the time
dynamic of the underwater environment has been considered
in [24]. The differences in energy consumption between
underwater acoustics and terrestrial radio apparatuses are
explored in [25], and energy-efficient routing protocols for
WSNs have been tailored for underwater acoustic scenarios
in [26] and [27]. Frequency and power allocation strategies
for multi-hop underwater sensor networks were designed
in [28]. Approaches combining routing and node replacement
were considered to deal with long lifetime requirements in
sensor networks for monitoring applications [29].

B. Decision Fusion

Decision fusion denotes collective processing of informa-
tions coming from various sensors for a final assessment
on a binary hypothesis test. Referring to (more traditional)
electromagnetic wave propagation in free space, wireless
sensor networks have been studied from many different points
of view during the last decades in various research contexts.
Distributed detection through a wireless sensor network is still
an active area for research: the typical scenario considers many
sensors that transmit their local decisions to a fusion center
which takes a (hopefully more reliable) global decision by
appropriately combining the received information.1 Several
works (see [30]–[32]) have considered architectures based on
parallel access channels: each sensor has a non-interfering
dedicated (i.e. orthogonal to the others) channel to commu-
nicate with the fusion center. Near-optimal fusion rules with
full channel state information (CSI) available at the receiver
have been discussed in [33].

Recently, there has been an interest in exploiting the
interfering nature of wireless media in presence of mul-
tiple transmitters and/or receivers for distributed-detection
tasks [34]–[36]. More specifically, various solutions based on
MIMO techniques have been investigated and compared in
terms of performance, complexity, and knowledge require-
ments [37]. Analytical results for an effective system oper-
ating at low SNR are presented in [38]. Finally, a very
simple receiver based on energy detection has been proven
to be optimal (under Bayesian/Neyman-Pearson frameworks)
in Rayleigh fading channels [39]. Additionally, relaxation of
the perfect coherent detection assumptions and related system
design is found in [40], while the impact of coexistence of
multiple interfering sensor networks is considered in [41].

Decision fusion has been studied in underwater
networks [42] where scan statistic is exploited for active
detection. However, the sensor architecture was still relying on
a parallel access channel. To the best of our knowledge, MIMO
decision fusion in underwater scenarios is still unexplored.

C. Contribution and Organization of the Paper

In this paper we consider energy detection for
MIMO decision fusion in underwater acoustic channels.

1We focus on centralized architectures. However, decentralized architectures
for distributed detection have also received large interest in the literature.

Distributed underwater sensors transmit a signal if an event
of interest is detected locally, i.e. we are assuming on-off
keying (OOK) modulation. An array receiver fuses the
signals from the multiple sensors using energy detection, i.e.
the energy received from multiple sensors is the statistics
for the binary decision on the occurrence of an event in
the region monitored by the network. We assume a binary
source, making the work suitable for applications such as
threshold-based event detection.

It is worth mentioning that [43] compares, in the context of
distributed detection, OOK with frequency shift keying (FSK).
It is shown that OOK exhibits error performance comparable
to that of FSK in addition to energy saving, however the work
assumes parallel channels to the fusion center, while our work
focuses on interfering channels.

For typical underwater acoustic channels, on one hand the
optimal rule for decision fusion is not practical (as in most
scenarios), on the other hand the fusion rule based on energy
detection is suboptimal due to the fact that the channel statis-
tics do not match the Rayleigh fading model.2 Here we analyze
the impact on the performance of various design parameters
such as: SNR, pulse duration, sampling frequency, integration
time, number of transmitting sensors, number of receiving
elements (hydrophones), and sensor quality. Also, we show
a reasonable setup can approach the optimum performance
in a realistic scenario. The main advantages of the presented
system are:

• it does not require perfect synchronization;
• it does not require either channel estimation for

instantaneous CSI or statistical CSI;
• it does not require knowledge of either local sensor

performance or SNR;
• it is energy efficient, as it employs OOK;
• it achieves excellent performance, even with low-quality

sensors.

It is worth mentioning that the energy detector is quite
insensitive to Doppler effects, which typically severely degrade
performance of underwater communication systems. These
features make it appealing for applications of interest in the oil
industry such as undersea oilfields monitoring. Furthermore,
underwater sensor networks are usually based on short-range
low-power communications, and along this line we stress that
OOK modulation is energy efficient if one of the two hypothe-
ses is significantly less probable than the other (this is common
in monitoring applications for anomaly detection) [34]. In this
work we do not make any assumption on the dynamic of the
source as we do not exploit any possible time correlation of
the source at the receiver. This issue falls beyond the scope of
this paper and will be explored in future works.

The outline of the paper is the following: in Sec. II we
present the system model under investigation; we describe the
statistics for the decision at the fusion center and the figures

2According to [39] and the decision fusion literature, we mean that the
channel coefficients of the equivalent discrete-time model presented in the
following are not complex-valued zero-mean Gaussian. Differently, according
to [6] and the underwater acoustics literature, it is worth noticing that Rayleigh
fading is often used to denote the statistics of each single path, then the
considered channel would be named Rayleigh according to such a definition.
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Fig. 1. Scenario for collaborative binary decision with K sensors and one
fusion center equipped with N hydrophones.

for system performance in Sec. III; Sec. IV highlights and
compares the performance of simulated systems with different
setups; finally Sec. V gives some concluding remarks.

Notation: Lower-case bold letters denote vectors, with an

denoting the nth element of a; upper-case bold letters denote
matrices, with An,m denoting the (n, m)th element of A;
IN denotes the N × N identity matrix; 0N denotes the
N-length vector whose elements are 0; δ(·) denotes the Dirac
function; E{·}, (·)t , and ‖·‖ denote expectation, transpose, and
Frobenius norm operators;

(
At

1, . . . , At
N

)t denotes the vertical
concatenation of N matrices; Pr(A) denotes the probability of
the event A; p(a) denotes the probability density function
of the random variable a; �a� denotes the largest integer
value smaller than or equal to a; �(a) and �(a) denote
the real and imaginary parts of a, respectively; j is the
imaginary unit; An denotes the nth Cartesian power of the
set A; ∼NC(μ,�) means “distributed according to a proper
complex normal distribution with mean μ and covariance �”;
a baseband signal a(t) is associated to a bandpass signal
ã(t) = � (a(t) exp( j2π fct)) with fc denoting the carrier
frequency.

II. SYSTEM MODEL

As shown in Fig. 1, we consider the scenario in which
K sensors sense autonomously the environment, each taking
a local decision concerning a binary hypothesis test. The two
hypotheses are denoted H0 and H1 and the corresponding
a-priori probabilities π0 and π1, respectively.

We assume that the local sensing and decision process
by the kth sensor is fully described by the local proba-
bility of false alarm ( p f (k)) and the local probability of
missed detection ( pm(k)), both assumed to be stationary
and conditionally independent given the specific hypothesis.
We will denote homogeneous scenario the special case in
which local performance (i.e. the local probabilities of false
alarm and missed detection) are identical for each sensor
(in this case the dependence on k is omitted and they will be
denoted p f and pm). Sensors, each with one single acoustic

transducer (projector), communicate quasi-simultaneously3

their decision to a fusion center, equipped with N
hydrophones, whose aim is to provide a robust decision on
the basis of the multiple received information. All the sensors
employ the same binary modulation: for energy saving pur-
poses we consider OOK modulation, with identical parameters
(transmission pulse, carrier frequency, etc.).

A. Analog Signal Model

The signal transmitted by the kth sensor is

s̃k(t) = � (xkg(t) exp( j2π fct)), (1)

where g(t) is the baseband pulse4 with duration Tp , and
xk ∈ X = {0, 1} represents the binary information encoding
the local decision (we assume 0 for H0 and 1 for H1).

The reporting channels, connecting the sensors to the fusion
center, are both dispersive and noisy. More specifically, the
impulse response of the channel between the projector of the
kth sensor and the nth hydrophone at the fusion center is
modeled as

hn,k(t; τ ) =
L∑

�=1

α
(n,k)
� (t)δ

(
τ − τ

(n,k)
� (t)

)
, (2)

i.e. we consider a time-varying multipath channel where:
α

(n,k)
� (t) is the attenuation of the �th path at time t on the

(n, k)th link, τ
(n,k)
� (t) is the delay of the �th path at time t on

the (n, k)th link, and L is the maximum number of resolvable
paths over all the set of N × K links. This model is also
referred to as multiscale multilag channel model in [5] and
represents a good candidate for wideband underwater acoustic
channels. We will consider the two following assumptions
(as in [7]–[9]):

(i) the amplitudes are constant within one or more trans-
missions, i.e. α

(n,k)
� (t) = α

(n,k)
� ;

(ii) the delays are expressed in the form τ
(n,k)
� (t) = τ

(n,k)
� −

φ
(n,k)
� t , where τ

(n,k)
� is the initial delay and φ

(n,k)
� is the

Doppler rate, i.e. the ratio between the relative speed of
transmitter/receiver and the speed of sound.

Finally, Gaussian noise with flat power spectral density within
the receiver bandwidth is added at the receiver: the noise
contribution at the output of the receive filter is denoted w̃n(t).

Denoting τmax the maximum duration of the channel, the
signal received by the nth hydrophone of the fusion center is
then written as

ỹn(t) =
K∑

k=1

∫ τmax

0
hn,k(t; τ )s̃k(t − τ )dτ + w̃n(t), (3)

3As perfect synchronization is not required, “quasi-simultaneously” means
that signals transmitted from different sensors overlap in time at receiver
location: no dedicated channel is required to the single sensor.

4For sake of simplicity we include in g(t) the effects of both transmit and
receive filters, i.e. it is the convolution of the corresponding impulse responses.
This choice avoids explicit notation for the shape of the transmit and receive
filters which is not necessary to the considered analysis.
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providing the following baseband representation:

yn(t) =
K∑

k=1

L∑

�=1

[
α

(n,k)
� e− j2π fcτ

(n,k)
� e j2π fcφ

(n,k)
� t

× xk g
(
(1 + φ

(n,k)
� )t − τ

(n,k)
�

)]
+wn(t).

(4)

It is worth noticing that we assume a sort of coarse
synchronization. Although the sensors do not need to be
perfectly synchronized (the asynchronism may be included
in the channel delay), we assume that the received signal
undergoes no ISI from signals related to different (other than
the current) sensing operations. In the case of a monitoring
application, this means that sensing and transmission are per-
formed in accordance with the duration of the channel impulse
response, i.e. the reciprocal of the sensing and transmission
rate must be larger than the maximum duration of the channel
(which includes the asynchronism of the transmitting sensors).

B. Discrete-Time Signal Model

After sampling with frequency fs , the mth sample of the
received signal is given by

yn[m] =
K∑

k=1

Hn,k[m]xk + wn[m], (5)

where yn[m] = yn(m/ fs), wn[m] = wn(m/ fs), and

Hn,k[m] =
L∑

�=1

α
(n,k)
� e− j2π fcτ

(n,k)
� e j2π fc

fs
φ

(n,k)
� m

×g

(
(1 + φ

(n,k)
� )

m

fs
− τ

(n,k)
�

)
, (6)

represent the received signal, the noise and the channel
coefficient, respectively. Define y[m] = (y1[m], . . . , yN [m])t

the vector collecting the signals at the mth sampling time
over all N hydrophones, w[m] = (w1[m], . . . , wN [m])t ∼
NC(0N , σ 2

w IN ) the corresponding noise contribution,
x = (x1, . . . , xK )t the local decisions from all the K sensors,
and

H[m] =
⎛

⎜
⎝

H1,1[m] · · · H1,K [m]
...

. . .
...

HN,1[m] · · · HN,K [m]

⎞

⎟
⎠, (7)

the matrix of channel coefficients at the mth sampling time.
Then the discrete-time model for the received signal at the
mth sampling time is

y[m] = H[m]x + w[m]. (8)

An integration time To, i.e. collecting signals from M =
� fs To� successive sampling times as y = (

y[1]t , . . . , y[M]t
)t

,
w = (

w[1]t , . . . ,w[M]t
)t , and H = (

H[1]t , . . . , H[M]t
)t ,

provides the following discrete-time model5

y = H x + w. (9)

5In the following we will consider the effect on system performance
of undersampling/oversampling. In this cases, although keeping the same
variance, noise samples would exhibit correlation. For sake of simplicity, we
will not consider colored noise and assume that the noise contribution (w) is
white independently of the sampling frequency ( fs ).

Channel quality is measured through the ratio between the
unitary energy of the active symbol and the noise variance,
i.e. we define the link SNR as follows

SNR = 1

σ 2
w

, (10)

where we assumed a normalized channel such that
E{∑�(a

(n,k)
� )2} = 1, i.e. we refer to the (per-link) received

SNR in the ergodic sense.

III. DECISION FUSION

The decision is usually performed as a test comparing a
signal-dependent statistic (λ(y)) and a fixed threshold (γ )

λ(y)
Ĥ=H1

≷
Ĥ=H0

γ, (11)

where Ĥ denotes the estimated hypothesis. Performance is
evaluated in terms of global probability of false alarm (q f )
and global probability of missed detection (qm), defined as
follows

q f = Pr (λ(y) > γ |H0), (12)

qm = Pr (λ(y) < γ |H1) . (13)

Another metric of interest is the global probability of
error (qe), defined as follows

qe = π0q f + π1qm . (14)

The threshold in Eq. (11) is usually selected in order to
minimize the error probability (according to the Bayes cri-
terion [44]) or to ensure a target probability of false alarm
(according to the Neyman-Pearson criterion [44]). For system
performance evaluation, in this paper we consider the behavior
of the global probability of missed detection (qm) versus the
global probability of false alarm (q f ), commonly denoted
complementary receiver operating characteristic (CROC).

The log-likelihood ratio (LLR) of the received signal under
the two hypotheses provides the optimal test (under both
Bayesian/Neyman-Pearson frameworks [44])

λ(y) = log

(
p(y|H1)

p(y|H0)

)

= log

⎛

⎝
EH

{∑
x∈X K p(y|H, x)

∏K
k=1 Pr(xk |H1)

}

EH

{∑
x∈X K p(y|H, x)

∏K
k=1 Pr(xk |H0)

}

⎞

⎠,

= log

⎛

⎜
⎜
⎜
⎝

∑
x∈X K EH

{
e
− ‖ y−Hx‖2

σ2
w

}
∏K

k=1 Pr(xk |H1)

∑
x∈X K EH

{
e
− ‖ y−Hx‖2

σ2
w

}
∏K

k=1 Pr(xk |H0)

⎞

⎟
⎟
⎟
⎠

.

(15)

However, the optimal test is computationally expensive (the
complexity is exponential with K ) and additionally has high
knowledge requirements (statistical CSI, SNR and local sensor
performance are needed).
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In the case of OOK, a common simpler alternative is
obtained replacing the LLR with the energy of the received
signal, i.e.

λ(y) = ‖y‖2, (16)

which apparently requires little computational complexity
and also has the advantage that neither CSI nor SNR nor
local sensor performance are needed. Such a test has been
proved to be optimal in Rayleigh fading scenarios [35], [39].
Nonetheless, in the following section we show how it can be
an interesting test also in underwater acoustic channels.

The benchmark for performance evaluation is the observa-
tion bound [37], i.e. the performance achieved in the ideal
case that the reporting channel is perfect. For homogeneous
scenarios, the observation bound is computed as follows,

q f =
K∑

�=c

(
K

�

)
p�

f (1 − p f )
K−�, (17)

qm =
c−1∑

�=0

(
K

�

)
(1 − pm)� pK−�

m , (18)

where c ∈ {0, . . . , K } is a discrete threshold. For non-
homogeneous scenarios, Eqs. (17) and (18) may be gener-
alized, but the closed-form expression is generally intractable
(especially for large K ) [45].

IV. SIMULATION RESULTS

We have simulated various scenarios with MATLAB
software. CROC curves have been obtained averaging the
results over 104 Monte Carlo runs. We have considered a
biased binary event with a-priori probabilities π0 = 0.7
and π1 = 0.3. Up to K = 40 transmitting sensors have
been considered, whose local sensing performance has been
chosen among the following sets: p f ∈ {0.01, 0.05, 0.1} and
pm ∈ {0.1, 0.5}.

Sensors transmit at carrier frequency fc = 10 kHz and
unitary-energy rectangular baseband pulse6 with duration
Tp ∈ {0.5, 1, 2} ms is assumed. The N K links among the
K projectors and the N hydrophones are assumed independent
and identically distributed. On each link, channel coefficients
have been randomly generated according to the following
specifications:

• L = 10 discrete resolvable paths with inter-arrival
time being exponentially distributed with mean �τ ∈
{0.5, 1, 2} ms; delays assumed statistically independent
with respect to the sensors (k) while not with respect to
the hydrophones (n) where delay differences at different
hydrophones are generated according to a zero-mean
Gaussian distribution with standard deviation d/c (being
d = 5 m the approximate size of the receive array and
c = 1500 m/s and the speed of sound in water);

• amplitudes are Rayleigh distributed with average power
decreasing exponentially with delay (6 dB over 10 ms);

6The use of a rectangular pulse is not realistic (remember that the pulse
include the effects of both transmit and receive filters. However, without
losing any significant phenomenon affecting system performance, we assume
a rectangular pulse for ease of simulation.

TABLE I

LIST OF PARAMETERS CONSIDERED IN THE PRESENTED SIMULATIONS.

BOLD-FACE NUMBERS DENOTE THE DEFAULT VALUES

• Doppler rates are sampled from a Gaussian distribu-
tion with zero mean and standard deviation v/c (being
v = 1 m/s the velocity standard deviation for the
scenario7).

Up to N = 4 hydrophones are assumed at the fusion center,
operating with sampling frequency and integration time chosen
among the following sets: fs ∈ {0.5, 1, 2} kHz and
To ∈ {5, 10, 20} ms. We have considered three different
SNRs, i.e. SNR ∈ {−30, − 20, − 10} dB.

Tab. I summarizes the values for the set of parameters
considered in the presented simulations, which are similar to
those considered in [9], where simulations were paired with
experiments in the North Atlantic Ocean at water depth of
15 m and distance from transmitter and receiver elements
between 60 m and 1000 m. Unless differently specified,
the following “default” parameters are assumed: K = 15
transmitting sensors, N = 1 hydrophone, local performance
p f = 0.05 and pm = 0.5, pulse duration Tp = 1 ms,
sampling frequency fs = 1 kHz, integration time To = 10 ms,
SNR = −20 dB and average inter-arrival time �τ = 1 ms. It is
worth noticing that assuming an integration time To = 10 ms
and negligible asynchronism effects means that the positioning
accuracy of the sensors with respect to the fusion center should
not exceed a few meters, i.e. much smaller than 15 m, although
resynchronization on a regular basis may be needed (e.g. due
to sound speed fluctuations).

SNR: The impact of the SNR is shown in Fig. 2. It shows
the CROC curves obtained in a homogeneous scenario. The
obvious improvement with SNR is apparent. In order to assess
the sensitivity with respect to the SNR, it is worth noticing
that moving from SNR = −20 dB to SNR= −10 dB at a
global probability of false alarm q f = 0.05 allows to reduce
the global probability of missed detection from qm = 0.099
to qm = 0.048. The operation point of the single sensor, i.e.
the local sensing performance (p f , pm), is also shown in the
plot for comparison purpose (depicted with a black asterisk).

Sampling Frequency and Integration Time: The joint impact
of the sampling frequency ( fs ) and of the integration time (To)
is shown in Fig. 3. It shows the CROC curves obtained in a

7It is related to the velocity of the fusion center and to the velocity of any
scatterer in the environment.
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Fig. 2. Impact of the SNR on the CROC. Curves refer to a homogeneous
scenario with K = 15 transmitting sensors, each with p f = 0.05 and
pm = 0.5 and pulse duration Tp = 1 ms, and N = 1 hydrophone at the fusion
center, operating with sampling frequency fs = 1 kHz and integration time
To = 10 ms. The black asterisk (∗) represents the local sensing performance
of the single sensor.

Fig. 3. Impact of the sampling frequency ( fs ) and of the integration
time (To) on the CROC. Curves refer to a homogeneous scenario with
K = 15 transmitting sensors, each with p f = 0.05 and pm = 0.5 and
pulse duration Tp = 1 ms, and N = 1 hydrophone at the fusion center,
operating at SNR= −20 dB. The black asterisk (∗) represents the local sensing
performance of the single sensor.

homogeneous scenario. The improvement with fs is apparent.
Differently, the trend with respect to To is not monotonic:
starting from short integration time, we first experience a rapid
performance improvement with the duration, and then after
an optimal duration is achieved performance slowly degrades.
The same behavior has been also confirmed with different
choices of the pulse duration. In our opinion, the reason
for this phenomenon is the tradeoff between two conflicting
phenomena. Increasing To has the positive effect to allow
collecting a large portion of the transmitted energy. On the
other hand, after most of the links have expired, the benefits
from keeping on listening to contributions from other links
(not yet expired) are canceled or even dominated by the noise
on the expired links. In order to highlight such a behavior,
Fig. 4 shows the global probability of missed detection (qm)

Fig. 4. Impact of the average inter-arrival time (�τ ) and of the integration
time (To) on the global probability of missed detection (qm ) assuming a
fixed global probability of false alarm (q f = 0.05 and q f = 0.15). Curves
refer to a homogeneous scenario with K = 15 transmitting sensors, each
with p f = 0.05 and pm = 0.5 and pulse duration Tp = 1 ms, and
N = 1 hydrophone at the fusion center, operating with sampling frequency
fs = 1 kHz at SNR= −20 dB.

Fig. 5. Impact of the average inter-arrival time (�τ ) on the statistics of the
average delay (solid lines) and of the rms delay spread (dashed lines).

vs. the integration time (To) for the considered scenarios when
the global probability of false alarm is fixed (q f = 0.05 and
q f = 0.15). Three different values of average inter-arrival
time (�τ ) are considered with the corresponding empirical
probability density function (pdf) of the average delay (τμ)
and root mean square delay spread (τrms ), defined as in [46],
shown in Fig 5. Various simulations have confirmed that
the optimum value of the integration time is approximatively
found as To ≈ τμ+3τrms . It is worth mentioning that the non-
monotonic behavior of the performance with respect to the
integration time confirms the fact that the energy detector is
not optimal in underwater acoustic channels, as adding unin-
formative measurements can even degrade the performance.
Also, having Rayleigh channel statistics is crucial for the
derivation of the optimality of the energy detection (see [39]).
In order to assess the sensitivity with respect to the sam-
pling frequency ( fs ), it is worth noticing that moving from
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Fig. 6. Impact of the sampling frequency ( fs ) and of the pulse duration (Tp )
on the CROC. Curves refer to a homogeneous scenario with K = 15
transmitting sensors, each with p f = 0.05 and pm = 0.5, and N = 1
hydrophone at the fusion center, operating at SNR= −20 dB and integration
time To = 10 ms. The black asterisk (∗) represents the local sensing
performance of the single sensor.

fs = 0.5 kHz to fs = 1 kHz and then to fs = 2 kHz
at a global probability of false alarm q f = 0.05 and with
an integration time To = 10 ms allows to reduce the global
probability of missed detection from qm = 0.25 to qm = 0.099
and then to qm = 0.057.

Sampling Frequency and Pulse Duration: The joint impact
of the sampling frequency ( fs ) and of the pulse duration (Tp)
is shown in Fig. 6. It shows the CROC curves obtained in
a homogeneous scenario. Again, the improvement with fs

is apparent, while (analogously to the behavior with respect
to To) the trend with respect to Tp is not monotonic: starting
from short pulse duration, we first experience a performance
improvement with the duration, and then after an optimal
duration is achieved performance degrades. The same behavior
has been also confirmed with different choices of the integra-
tion time. In our opinion, the reason for this phenomenon
is again the tradeoff between two conflicting phenomena.
Increasing Tp has the positive effect to allow reducing the
silent intervals during the observation interval (remember
that the channel response is creating different replicas of
the transmitted pulse, each with different attenuation, delay
and compression/expansion). However, with unitary-energy
constraint, increasing the pulse duration makes each replica
more vulnerable to the noise until it is completely masked
by the noise level. In order to highlight such a behavior,
Fig. 7 shows the global probability of missed detection (qm)
vs. the pulse duration (Tp) for the considered scenarios when
the global probability of false alarm is fixed (q f = 0.05
and q f = 0.15). The corresponding empirical pdf of the
discrete-time-model channel amplitudes (|Hn,k|) are shown in
Fig. 8: channels behave as a hybrid random variable with
a Rayleigh-distributed continuous component and a discrete
component located in 0 representing the silent intervals.8

8In Fig. 8, the impulses are meant to be located in 0. They are instead
located on different negative values for visibility. Also, their area has been
divided by 10 in the figure in order to stay within the same range of the
continuous part and improve readability of the figure.

Fig. 7. Impact of the sampling frequency ( fs ) and of the pulse duration (Tp )
on the global probability of missed detection (qm ) assuming a fixed global
probability of false alarm (q f = 0.05). Curves refer to a homogeneous
scenario with K = 15 transmitting sensors, each with p f = 0.05 and
pm = 0.5, and N = 1 hydrophone at the fusion center, operating at
SNR = −5 dB and integration time To = 10 ms. The black asterisk (∗)
represents the local sensing performance of the single sensor.

Fig. 8. Impact of the sampling frequency ( fs ) and of the pulse duration (Tp )
on the statistics of the discrete-time model channel coefficients.

Various simulations have confirmed that the optimum value
of the pulse duration is found as Tp = 1/ fs . It is worth
noticing how the beneficial effect of the channel statistics when
increasing the pulse duration is confirmed as the impulse area
decreases (i.e. the silent intervals vanish) and the statistics
approach a Rayleigh distribution.

Number of Sensors and Hydrophones: The impact of the
number of transmitting sensors (K ) and of the number of
hydrophones (N) is shown in Fig. 9. It shows the CROC curves
obtained in a homogeneous scenario. The improvement with
both K and N is apparent. In order to assess the sensitivity
with respect to K , it is worth noticing that moving from
K = 10 to K = 15 at a global probability of false alarm
q f = 0.05 and with N = 1 hydrophone at the fusion center
allows to reduce the global probability of missed detection
from qm = 0.19 to qm = 0.099. In order to assess the
sensitivity with respect to N , it is worth noticing that moving
from N = 1 to N = 2 hydrophones at a global probability of
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Fig. 9. Impact of the number of transmitting sensors (K ) and of the number
of hydrophones (N ) on the CROC. Curves refer to a homogeneous scenario:
sensors have p f = 0.05 and pm = 0.5 and pulse duration Tp = 1 ms, and
fusion center operates at SNR = −10 dB with sampling frequency fs = 1 kHz
and integration time To = 10 ms. The black asterisk (∗) represents the local
sensing performance of the single sensor.

false alarm q f = 0.1 in a system with K = 15 transmitting
sensors allows to reduce the global probability of missed
detection from qm = 0.099 to qm = 0.037.

In addition, it is worth noticing that the spatial diversity
of the system is N K , i.e. the number of individual links.
However, systems with the same product N K but different
values for K and N undergo different performance, usually
with the system having larger K and smaller N performing
better. This should be related to the different amount of noise
at the receiver on one hand, while on the other hand to the
fact that missed detections make the number of active sensors
less than K and then a larger K would balance the negative
impact of missed detection on the system. Additionally, due to
saturating effects (usually SNR-dependent and becoming more
relevant with increasing K and/or N), general conclusions on
the considered scenario cannot to be drawn.

Local Performance: The impact of the local sensor
performance ( p f and pm) is shown in Fig. 10. It shows
the CROC curves obtained in a homogeneous scenario. The
improvement with both p f and pm is apparent. In order to
assess the sensitivity with respect to p f , it is worth noticing
that moving from p f = 0.1 to p f = 0.05 (with fixed
pm = 0.5) at a global probability of false alarm q f = 0.05
allows to reduce the global probability of missed detection
from qm = 0.25 to qm = 0.099. In order to assess the
sensitivity with respect to pm , it is worth noticing that
moving from pm = 0.5 to pm = 0.1 (with fixed p f = 0.05)
at a global probability of false alarm q f = 0.05 allows
to reduce the global probability of missed detection from
qm = 0.099 to qm = 0.0035.

Optimal vs. Energy Detection: The performance loss of
energy detection with respect to optimal detection9 for

9Actually, the curves related to the optimal detector have been obtained
using the Max-Log approximation in Eq. (15). Such a detector, namely
Max-Log detector, has been shown to perform very close to the optimal
detector without suffering of numerical instability due to the presence of
exponential functions with large dynamic range [37].

Fig. 10. Impact of the local sensor performance (p f and pm ) on the CROC.
Curves refer to a homogeneous scenario with K = 15 transmitting sensors,
each with pulse duration Tp = 1 ms, and N = 1 hydrophone at the fusion
center, operating at SNR = −20 dB with sampling frequency fs = 1 kHz
and integration time To = 10 ms. The asterisks (∗) represent the local
sensing performance of the single sensor (associated to the corresponding
curve through color).

Fig. 11. Performance loss of the energy detector with respect to the
optimal detector. Curves refer to a homogeneous scenario with K = 10
transmitting sensors, each with p f = 0.05 and pm = 0.5 and pulse duration
Tp = 1 ms, and N = 1 hydrophone at the fusion center, operating with
sampling frequency fs = 1 kHz and integration time To = 10 ms. The black
asterisk (∗) represents the local sensing performance of the single sensor.

different SNRs is shown in Fig. 11. It shows the CROC
curves obtained in a homogeneous scenario with K = 10
transmitting sensors. The (ideal) observation bound is also
shown for complete comparison. In order to assess the gap, it
is worth noticing that energy and optimal detectors at a global
probability of false alarm q f = 0.05 and SNR= −20 dB
provide a global probability of missed detection of qm = 0.19
and qm = 0.059, respectively.

Approaching the Observation Bound: Fig. 12 shows the
same CROC curves shown in Fig. 2 with two more CROC
curves: one is the observation bound for a homogeneous
scenario with default parameters, and the other one is
the CROC curve in a homogeneous scenario with N = 4
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Fig. 12. Approaching the observation bound with K = 15 transmitting
sensors, each with p f = 0.05 and pm = 0.5 and pulse duration Tp = 1 ms.
The integration time is To = 10 ms.

Fig. 13. Impact of the SNR on the CROC. Curves refer to a simulated
scenario with K = 15 transmitting sensors with pulse duration Tp = 1 ms,
each with (p f = 0.05, pm = 0.5) in the homogeneous scenario (solid lines)
and 10 with (p f = 0.05, pm = 0.5) and 5 with (p f = 0.05, pm = 0.1)
in the non-homogeneous scenario (dashed lines), and N = 1 hydrophone
at the fusion center, operating with sampling frequency fs = 1 kHz and
integration time To = 10 ms. The black asterisks (∗) represents the local
sensing performance of the two types of considered sensor.

hydrophones at the fusion center, operating at SNR = −10 dB
with sampling frequency fs = 2 kHz.

It is apparent how the latter curve, corresponding to a
realistic practical setup, almost achieves the former curve, i.e.
the (ideal) observation bound. More specifically, the gap at
q f = 0.05 is such that the realistic practical setup achieves
qm = 0.0084 while the observation bound is qm = 0.0035.

Homogeneous vs. Non-Homogeneous Scenarios: Finally, we
consider the performance in a non-homogeneous scenario
made of 10 sensors with default local performance and
5 sensors characterized by (p f , pm) = (0.05, 0.1). Fig. 13
compares the CROC curves from the non-homogeneous sce-
nario with those from the analogous homogeneous scenario
considered in Fig. 2. The improvement due to the second group
of (better performing) sensors is apparent, especially for large

TABLE II

PERFORMANCE WITH ENERGY DETECTOR AND q f = 0.05

SNR (indeed for large SNR sensing errors are dominate over
reporting errors). In order to assess the benefit of the second
group of sensors, it is worth noticing that replacing 5 sensors
with local performance (p f, pm) = (0.05, 0.5) from the
homogeneous scenario with 5 sensors with local performance
(p f , pm) = (0.05, 0.1) in the case of SNR= −20 dB and at a
global probability of false alarm q f = 0.05 allows to reduce
the global probability of missed detection from qm = 0.099
to qm = 0.034.

Before concluding the paper, Tab. II highlights (with
decreasing order) the performance in terms of global proba-
bility of missed detection (qm) of the presented configurations
when a fixed global probability of false alarm q f = 0.05
is considered. More specifically, only those configurations
achieving qm < 0.10 are listed. MIMO decision fusion
based on energy detection, although suboptimal, is definitely
an appealing strategy in underwater acoustic wireless sensor
networks because on one hand is able to achieve extremely
good performance on the other hands requires extremely
low computational complexity and limited system knowledge.
Additionally, it does not require any modification in order to
deal with a non-homogeneous setup. It is worth remarking that

• the optimal choice for the integration time is depending
on the specific acoustic environment, and is roughly
To = τμ + 3τrms ;

• the optimal choice for the pulse duration is depending on
the frequency sampling, Tp = 1/ fs ;

• analytical characterization with respect to the number
of sensors, the number of hydrophones, and local
performance is difficult, however excellent performance
(with small performance loss with respect to the optimal
detector) may be achieved even with very low quality
sensors and limited number of transmit/receive elements.

Although the quantitative results are linked to the specific val-
ues that were considered, we expect that the same qualitative
results hold for a generic underwater environment.

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper we considered a system for MIMO
decision fusion in underwater sensor networks based on
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energy detection. Underwater acoustic channels have been
modeled with time-varying multipath and non-uniform
Doppler shifts. Although not being optimal, the energy
detector was selected for its low computational complexity
and limited requirements on system knowledge. The impact
on the performance of relevant design parameters has been
analyzed and it has been shown how practical system setups
may approach optimal performance in a realistic scenario
even with low-quality sensors.
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